
OVERVIEW 
Teams are under more pressure than ever today to move their workloads to 
the cloud, deliver software faster, innovate constantly and modernize their 
continuous integration/continuous delivery (CI/CD) practices. As a result, 
teams often spend weeks, sometimes months, getting approval to use and then 
manually configure all of the tools required to develop and continuously deliver 
modern cloud applications. Now, with Jenkins X, all the automation you need to 
quickly and continuously deliver your application comes out of the box. Jenkins 
X automates all your CI/CD needs on Kubernetes and helps your team accelerate 
the delivery of value to your customers with: 

  »     Automatic setup of environments and CI/CD pipelines for building cloud 
native applications.

  »     Automatic promotion of versioned artifacts across your environments via 
GitOps.

  »     Preview environments created on each pull request to help your team review 
and collaborate on changes before you merge.

CloudBees Jenkins X Support  gets you access to on-call technical assistance 
and expertise for any issues that may arise with Jenkins X so your teams can 
continue focusing on pushing  revenue-generating features to production with 
peace of mind. Get even more value out of Jenkins X with the experts from 
CloudBees behind you.

24X7 TECHNICAL SUPPORT

Utilize world-class technical support, 
backed by a service level agreement 
(SLA). Protect your pipelines and minimize 
downtime with fast, reliable resolutions to 
your problems. 

CloudBees Jenkins X Support
Expert technical support for modern cloud applications  
on Kubernetes

JENKINS X EXPERTISE

CloudBees® is home to the creators of 
Jenkins X and industry-recognized thought 
leaders, bringing unparalleled expertise to 
the table.

FREE ONLINE TRAINING

Gain access to free, online, self-paced 
training courses and grow your knowledge 
of best practices at your own pace.

ABOUT JENKINS X

Streamline Continuous  
Delivery Workflows

Harness the power of GitOps to easily 
define, manage, deploy and scale 
environments with full history and 
traceability. Decrease Mean Time to 
Recover with simple rollback.

Start Quickly, 
Deliver Seamlessly

Automatically install, configure and upgrade 
the Kubernetes ecosystem of tools like Helm, 
Skaffold, Ksync, Knative, Prow and others. 
Leverage the powerful “jx” CLI and create a 
simplified developer experience.

Boost Team 
Productivity

Leverage infrastructure as code out of the 
box to containerize, package and deploy 
applications all the way to production, 
saving your team time and money.

PRODUCT BRIEF
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KEY FEATURES KEY BENEFITS

Preview environment validation
»     Jenkins X spins up pre-production Preview environments automatically 

based on pull requests, enabling developers to collaborate and validate 
changes before they are integrated back into the codebase.

»     Raise confidence before promoting code to production.
»     Adhere to testing best practices.

Automatic feedback loop
»     Jenkins X automatically comments on your commits, issues and pull 

requests with feedback as code, eliminating wasted time from manual 
processes and helping you get to market faster.

»     Receive faster feedback on issues and pull requests.
»     Reduce time between fixes.

Automated CI/CD pipeline creation
»     Create new applications or import existing projects into Jenkins X via 

automatically generated Jenkins® CI/CD Pipelines without requiring 
additional subject matter expertise about pipeline internals.

»     Deploy first pipeline to production in minutes.
»     Build, package and deploy applications using favorite tools  

out of the box.

Intuitive developer experience
»     Jenkins X CLI provides developers with superior control over build tools 

and their applications.
»     Includes Integrated Development Environment (IDE) tooling integrations 

with Microsoft VS Code and Intellij IDEA.

»     Track multiple applications and build logs.
»     Increase developer productivity.

Innovative open source integrations
»     Reduces steep learning curve of Kubernetes ecosystem. Jenkins X tracks 

Kubernetes innovations and seamlessly delivers new integrations. 
»     Stay current with the Kubernetes ecosystem. 

Cloud native pipeline execution 
»     Jenkins X is Jenkins reimagined for cloud native pipeline execution. 

Serverless Jenkins provides a more scalable, highly available and  
cost-effective solution.

»     Reduce cloud provider costs by using only required resources.
»     Minimize downtime and avoid a single point of failure.

“We have support contracts 
for many products and services 
that we use, but CloudBees 
support stands out from all of 
them.” 

Petter Størseth, head of strategy and 
architecture, Evry

Request CloudBees Jenkins X Support Today! 
Contact us: info@cloudbees.com
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